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Abstract 
This paper explores the different design automation strategies used for the design of aerospace 
components. A literature review of the applicable strategies, together with the strategies used in the 
DEFAINE project are presented and compared. An opportunity to explore the combination of two 
strategies is presented (Enhanced Function-Mean and Knowledge Based Engineering), which has the 
potential to increase the discovery of novel design solutions while being able to assess their structural 
performance. The preliminary results of the combined strategy are presented, using a DEFAINE use 
case of a Turbine Rear Structure jet engine component. 

1. Introduction

To keep competitive in the market, aerospace companies seek to reduce the efforts to design aircraft structures. Due to 
its complexity and variety of failure modes and scenarios to consider, it takes a long time to converge to a viable 
solution. The commercial and engineering relationship between Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) and Tier 
One companies can delay further the process. The DEFAINE project [1] was launched with the aim to deliver and 
advanced design exploration framework able to: (1) Reduce recurring cost in design of aircraft systems by 10% and 
(2) Reduce the lead-time for design updates by 50%. By using a Front-Loading approach with the support of
Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques, the design turnaround time can be
reduced.

The purpose of this paper is not to focus solely on the automation techniques to make the process faster, but in the 
support needed to generate new configurations. Given the increased societal awareness on climate change, the 
aerospace companies are putting the focus in new systems and radical architectures that will ultimately impact the way 
structural components are designed. New boundary conditions, environmental loading and interfaces will change the 
functional requirements of these components.  

In aerospace, the performance of the product (weight, stiffness, specific fuel consumption, etc.) is critical even at the 
conceptual stage. Therefore, on top of supporting designers with concept generation, there must be followed by a 
concept evaluation that satisfies at least, the basic criteria to take the design concept to the next maturity gate. 

It is easier for designers to adopt a design strategy if it is based on existing tools and methods. Therefore, the following 
research questions (RQs) are addressed in this paper: 

RQ1: What are the existing strategies for the design automation of the assessment of aerospace products? 
RQ2: How can an automation technique support the conceptual generation and evaluation of physical products? 

2. A selection of current approaches to design automation in industry
Two sources for gathering design automation strategies were used in this paper: Literature review and interviews with 
aerospace companies from the DEFAINE project. 
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2.1 Related automations in literature 

Rolls-Royce 
The design of turbomachinery is one of the most challenging problems for designing products, considering multi-
disciplinary optimization. Rolls-Royce uses a modular approach to be able to define the different engine sections and 
their performance, called SOPHY [2]. The framework has a strong focus on the evaluation of the performance of 
physical components. For example, there is a predefined parametrization to define geometries and mesh them [3], uses 
different in house solvers (HYDRA for CFD, Sc03 for mechanical) vs commercial solvers (FLUENT, ANSYS) as 
required. The SOPHY system has a clear focus for the geometrical multi-disciplinary optimization of turbomachinery 
geometries. Later demonstrations at recent conferences [4] show the application of this system for both early 
conceptual phases and problem solving at later phases. 

 
A more conceptual approach to modelling the jet engine geometry system is proposed by di Mare and Kularni [5], [6]. 
Compared to the SOPHY approach, the modelling technique relies on a object oriented methodology (ceded in C++) 
with a focus on a product architecture and functional perspective. The objects cover for the geometrical and semi 
analytical models [7]. A particular characteristic of this particular modelling technique is the “negotiation” between 
neighboring components to agree on the appropriate interfaces given the needs of both objects [5]. This makes it 
particularly useful for a functional or architectural design space exploration. The application of his modelling 
techniques has been reported for the whole engine model, as well as for OGVs and the secondary air system. 

 
Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE) Approaches 

Since its inception in the 1980’s, KBE has been difficult to define clearly defined “It is like a butterfly - as soon as it 
has been called a 'caterpillar', it becomes a 'chrysalis'”[8]. Most usually it is defined in line with an intersection of 
different disciplines: CAD, Knowledge Engineering, AI and software [9], [10]. In practice, the authors have found that 
each designer familiar with KBE defines it differently. And the latest reviews in the area still find it difficult to define 
what is and isn’t KBE [11]. The most comprehensive definition of KBE found in the literature is made by La Rocca 
[10]: “a technology based on the use of dedicated software tools called KBE systems, which are able to capture and 
systematically reuse product and process engineering knowledge, with the final goal of reducing time and costs of 
product development by means of the following: automation of repetitive and non-creative design tasks and support of 
multidisciplinary design optimization in all the phases of the design process”. For the purpose of this paper, two distinct 
KBE areas are made: KBE systems and KBE tools. 

 
KBE Systems are defined in this paper as a purpose-built environment in which to code and execute knowledge. They 
are expected to be executed stand alone, or as part of a MDO workflow. Knowledge is stored as a software code built 
in a new programming language or on top of existing ones. Examples are ICAD [12], AML or more recently ParaPy. 
These languages allow KBE distinctive characteristics such as lazy evaluation, automating the workflow and results 
caching. Some use cases where KBE systems are used in the design of airframe structural components are [13], and 
for the jet engine components are [14], [15] 

 
On the other hand, KBE tools are defined in this paper as add-ons to existing system whose purpose is to automate a 
specific task of the design process, but do not control the product architecture or the parameter evaluation workflow. 
They may also live within other software, such as Knowledge Fusion in NX or KnowledgeWare in CATIA. In this 
category is where the lines start to blur between KBE and traditional Design Automation techniques. For the purpose 
of this paper, for a design automation to be considered KBE it should contain he intention to (1) automate geometric 
and non-geometric knowledge within a common object and (2) intend to use it at different projects and product 
architectures, so there should be some consideration for a modular combination of different objects. 

 
Generative Design and Topology optimization 

Topology optimization approaches allow for analytic and finite element methods to suggest shapes and geometries that 
minimize an objective (typically mass) given a set of external loading applied through predefined interfaces [16]. This 
automation approach has a focus on the physical definition of the component, and typically focus on small structural 
components such as beams, brackets, and other supporting devices. It is not used for the system or functional 
requirement. Topological optimization and additive manufacturing techniques complement each other as the organic 
shapes generated are attractive use cases that promise significant weight savings. In the search of design automation 
techniques for structural components, the benefits of this approach is a clear definition of surrounding interfaces and 
the goal of minimizing weight. However, this approach has a significant downside. During the optimization process, 
it looks for a limited set of objective (typically stress and global stiffness). Aerospace structures have a complex loading 
process like for example: Limit, Ultimate and Particular Risk Assessment loading, or fatigue and damage tolerance 
that require several analysis workflows and external tools to be used to consider the failure modes. Introducing all 
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failure modes has the effect to decrease the iterations in the optimization, and potentially stopping the convergence of 
the results [17].  

 
Lately, the term Generative Design has also been used for the generation of topologically optimized structures. It has 
been marketed by some vendors and included in their software such as PTC Creo, Autodesk Fusion 360, Altair Inspire 
Ansys discovery or Workbench. In general, the vendors claim the support of AI techniques to be able to suggest better 
designs. Often, the term generative design is used interchangeably with topology optimization, but the authors 
acknowledge that the term Generative Design has also other contexts [18]. For example, some of the previous KBE 
references also include this term to highlight that KBE Objects can be combined by an algorithm to generate new 
designs. Or the use of deep learning techniques to generate new designs [19]. In this paper, for a design strategy to be 
considered Generative Design must include the following components [18]: (1) A design schema, (2) a means of 
creating variations and (3) a means of selecting desirable outcomes. Note that how the variations and selections are 
made may be either manually by the designer or performed by an algorithm. 

 
Commercial Off the Shelf Software+ Design Automation Techniques (COTS+DA) 

This section covers a wide section of sub-techniques. In general, the design process of an aerospace structural 
component is divided into different specialist areas, like geometrical definition, structural analysis, thermodynamics 
or aerodynamics. Each discipline has their own models and specific software to develop it, typically a Commercial Of 
The Shelf (COTS) software such as NX or Ansys. This section covers the design automations techniques to (1) connect 
the different discipline models, (2) execute the models and (3) optionally optimize the results for a given objective and 
constraints. Existing tools exist to manage the workflow of different discipline models, called Process Integration and 
Design Optimization (PIDO) tools. An example of this methodology is [20] using iSight software, but other ones exist 
such as ModeFrontier [21], OpiSLang [22], Optimus [23] or RCE [24] 

 
These PIDO techniques can help when: 

• The product architecture is relatively mature and there are just a limited number of parameters to 
change. 

• It is a linear workflow process (vs a convergence needed, see [25] otherwise) 
• Disciplines have distinct models that can be executed independently 
• The execution of the different sub-steps are performed by different workstations or servers, and not 

in the designer user machine. 
• Users do not have programmatic experience, since these tools can be configured via an user interface 

 
The PIDO can also be used in combination with other design automation techniques described above like KBE [26].  

 
In addition to PIDO tool, the “COTS+DA” techniques also include automation of different discipline tools by means 
of scripting. If the appropriate standards exist within a company for the input/outputs of each discipline, then the tools 
can be executed from a batch script and the output of each sub-model or tools is parsed and transformed to the next 
sub-model. 

 
Enhanced Function-Means 

The previous approaches have been focused on the automation modelling of the physical product and its performance. 
The Enhance Function-Means (EF-M) approach [27] looks at the product and asks what should the product do. It 
originates from the Function-Means trees, see [28] for more information. It follows Hubka's law: “The primary 
functions of a machine system are supported by a hierarchy of subordinate functions, which are determined by the 
chosen means” [29]. So in practice it is a hierarchical decomposition of a product into the different subfunctions. 

 

 
Figure 1: Schematic of a product architecture using EF-M, from [30] 
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The methodology’s benefits and challenges has been discussed in [31], from which the following considerations are 
extracted. It is a good framework to perform architectural alternatives and studies. However it suffers from a precise 
geometrical embodiment. The lack of 3D CAD representation was later explored in [32] by automating the connection 
between the Design Solutions in the EF-M tree to User Defined Features (UDFs) in Siemens NX. 
 
The following is an example to see the process rational of the function-means thinking. Consider the rib component 
inside the main wing. For simplification, it will fulfill only two functional requirements: Maintain wing profile shape 
and prevent fuel slosh. If an electrical/hydrogen configuration is selected, there is no fuel in the wing and no need for 
the rib to act as a barrier, so that requirement is removed and new possible design solutions appear, such as a truss like 
rib, that could be manufactured using AM techniques like Laser Wire deposition. 
 

Architecture Design Space Graph 
An alternative to model the function-means behavior of EF-M is the Architecture Design Space Graph (ADSG) [33], 
[34]. While EF-M is based on the generic product development field, ADSG is related to Systems Engineering. It 
attempts to control the different configuration alternatives and generate performance assessments of the design space, 
with the ability to connect it to MDO tools. 

2.2 Approaches at DEFAINE companies 

Even though all companies are within the aerospace business, each one of them has a different scenario: OEM vs Tier 
One, and each Tier One deals with a different product type: wire harnesses, airframe or engine structural elements. 
Therefore, even though they all apply design automation techniques to reduce the lead-time for designs, the 
implementation are different. Also each company is at different maturity stages of the implementation of the 
automation techniques. This section gathers those needs, the chosen strategy used and its motivation. It is important to 
notice that these design approaches are only the subset of strategies applied during the DEFAINE project. Companies 
apply additional strategies outside the scope described in this paper. 

OEM - Saab 

The need of the OEM is to design an aircraft system, at the design phase is kept at a system level. The starting point is 
a list of Top Level Aircraft Requirements, such as payload, range, altitude and speed to be able to meet the operational 
requirements. Through an evaluation of a range of promising configurations and technology embodiments, the final 
aircraft configuration and performance is estimated. The output is a configuration based on basic parameters, such as 
wing loading, wing and tail configuration, engine type, system architecture, movable types number etc. A physical 
CAD is not expected at this stage. 
 
In this design activity, different models for evaluating the different performance metrics are used. More than one model 
may be available depending on the resolution and number of inputs available. Additionally, the model variables can 
be both an input and an output, and is the designer the one selecting what variable performs as an input or an output. 
It is a challenge to develop a workflow that contains the relevant models and connected appropriately, and it is also a 
challenge to update the variables, models and workflow with each design iteration. 
 
Tools like Pacelab are specifically built for the conceptual aircraft design. The main advantage of this tool is that the 
design space exploration process is orchestrated from the software itself, having a central user interface to define the 
execution of the models: connect models, select inputs and outputs and run models. The software also acts as an aircraft 
configurator with a library of design alternatives. The configurations and alternatives are connected with different 
viewpoints. For example, the operational scenario (mission) uses the architectural configuration. In addition, in-house 
specific models can be used instead of the generic models provided by default. On the other hand, one of the challenges 
that this design approach has is the difficulty to represent different architectures and technologies within the same 
model. For example, having to artificially set some masses to 0 kg if a given technology is not used in that 
configuration.  
 
The definition of a conceptual architecture is an iterative process that requires the interaction between the Aircraft 
OEM and the Tier One supplier. Once the architecture and component interfaces are sufficiently mature, the Tier One 
takes over the detail design in the aircraft subsystem or component. At the component level a new conceptual design 
exercise starts that triggers a negotiation between OEMs and Tier one’s to get to the desired performance levels while 
maintaining weight and cost. This negotiating scenario is precisely the operational environment of the DEFAINE 
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project and the context in which the lead-time and cost reductions are targeted. The following sections within this 
chapter describe the automation strategies for Tier One Companies. 

GKN Aero Engine Systems (GKN AES) 

The company designs and manufactures components for jet engines OEMs such as General Electric, Pratt and Whitney 
or Rolls Royce. The components designed are mostly static (non-rotating) such as a Fan Frames, Fan Outer Guide 
Vanes or Turbine Rear Structures. The inputs are typically surrounding component interfaces and interface loading. 
The objective of the conceptual study is to generate a geometry for a given manufacturing and assembly process that 
fulfils a set of performance requirements (such as structural stiffness) or aerodynamic performance (such as total 
pressure loss). The manufacturing risk, manufacturing schedule and cost predictions are sometimes added to 
performance metrics, depending on the product type and needs. The outcome of the design study are 3D solid CAD 
models and its performance metrics. 
 
The performance metrics are multidisciplinary and therefore different models are required, requiring most of them a 
detail 3D model definition. GKN considered a multidisciplinary KBE approach to manage the creation of such models 
in the past [14]. Two decades ago, a strategic decision was made to use COTS and in house tools instead to develop 
models in a KBE system. Some of the reasons behind this rationale are: 

- The cost of KBE systems at that time was high, several times the cost of a CAD license. 
- The cost of maintaining such system. 
- The specialist (software oriented) designer capabilities of the existing workforce. For example, there are 

plenty of engineers at the company (and outside) able to create CAD models using NX or FEM using 
Ansys. There are only a handful at GKN AES that can even develop or even run KBE applications. That is a 
risk in case any of the “KBE” engineers is not available for a new project. 

- The ability to transition CAD models from the conceptual to the preliminary design teams, since the tools 
used by both teams were the same. The design practices and PLM architecture is also the same. 

- A KBE system is seen as being in control of the geometrical definition. And for geometrical definition it is 
preferred to have a CAD for the complex aerodynamic shape definitions required. Then specific disciplines, 
such as the aerodynamic performance, can be responsible to define only the aerodynamic profiles and leave 
the rest of the parameter for the CAD software to control. 

 
It is recognized at GKN AES that having a KBE system could have advantages, such as being able to “rule-base” any 
parameter and connect it to any other parameter. Nevertheless, the strategy selected for conceptual component space 
exploration – Engineering Work Bench (EWB) – is based on automation scripts to connect different in house tools and 
COTS tools (NX, Ansys). In addition of solving these perceived KBE disadvantages, this approach is valued for the 
flexibility to be able to integrate independent functionality developed by different designers and tools. Furthermore, 
the effort to maintain, train and develop the engineer capabilities falls within the general disciplines strategies and there 
is no need to have an internal provision for those activities. 

GKN Fokker Elmo (GKN FE) 

The company designs and manufactures the Electrical Wiring Interconnection Systems (EWIS) that provide power 
distribution and signal transmission among the different subsystems distributed around the aircraft, such as control 
units, sensors or actuator subsystems. On the initial phases, the input to the design is a list of subsystems, their location 
on the aircraft, the connection requirements to other subsystems. Together with a skeleton 3D model of the AC and 
the main paths, a first EWIS design is generated that includes a 3D route for each connection, the harnesses lengths 
and weights. 
 
GKN Fokker is developing an in house tool based on a KBE System (ParaPy) that allows to generate in minutes what 
otherwise would take weeks to do manually, while increasing the quality of the result. The combinatorial amount of 
possibilities, together with the complex rules needed to satisfy the requirements suggest that a code based logic and a 
software development perspective to be the best approach to assess the product performance. 

GKN Fokker Aerostructures (GKN FAE) 

The company designs and manufactures lightweight structures in metal and composite materials, like for example 
movables, HTP or fuselage sectors. For the use case of DEFAINE, they develop a movable structure where the input 
is the Outer Mold Line (OML) or aerodynamic shape and the hinge interface points. The Outcome of the design 
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process is a product configuration (spars, ribs, covers, stringers in surface models, Fittings in 3D models) together 
with the analysis of its performance (Structural and cost for the DEFAINE example). The results can be a one-shot 
analysis, DoE or optimization activity. The company uses an in house KBE System called Multi-Disciplinary 
Modeler (MDM) [35] based on ParaPy, which is developed and maintained by a dedicated team. 
 
The main benefits are the ability to generate multiple configurations very quickly. Thanks to its programmatic nature, 
the detail phase analysis tools can be implemented at the conceptual phases. The combination of both allows the 
exploration of the design space to be front-loaded and to be easily customized for a particular customer requirement. 
This approach has been used for both traditional aerospace OEMs as well as for new players in the market looking 
for non-conventional configurations such as electrical, hydrogen or Urban Aerial Mobility (UAM) platforms. 
 
2.3 Characterization of the design automation strategies 
 

Despite being different design automation approaches used for different purposes, there are dimensions in 
which they can be compared. The following section explore some of those dimensions. Given that a 
quantitative and even a qualitative comparison is difficult, a linear scale was defined, and the authors 
subjectively placed the approaches on the scale with the intention of having a comparative measure of each 
dimension. Their placement was then shared and discussed by other DEFAINE partners prior to publication. 

 
• Domain to assess 

Some automations are intended to define what the product should do (functional domain) while others focus 
on how the product should perform, for which a physical definition is often required (physical domain). 

 
• Storage of Knowledge 

Some automation techniques allow for the design rationale to be included in the artifacts (KBE), the user 
interaction with the automation is through writing and importing code. Others require the experienced 
designer to build it using a GUI (EWB, Pacelab).  

 
Figure 2: Positioning the design automation techniques in terms of the domain to assess (horizontal) and storage and 

generation of knowledge (vertical) 
• Design Phase 

The design automation activities can be used at different phases of the design. The phases from [36] are used 
to position the different approaches: Planning and clarifying, Conceptual Design, Embodiment Design, 
Detailed Design. For this dimension, the company role is considered. For example, the OEM may consider 
that a product may be in the embodiment phase, while for a Tier one may be in the conceptual phase. The 
categorization is made from the point of view of the design team who uses the design automation strategy. 
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Figure 3: Different Design Automation Strategies used at different design phases 

 
2.4 Outcomes of the design automation approach interviews 
 

The main outcome of the interview process is that the selection of a design automation strategy is multi-
faceted and comparing them is complex as they have different purposes and needs. 
 
The selection of the strategy is based mainly on the following considerations: 

 
1. The type of product that the company manufactures: each product has different input and output 

requirements; it is difficult to define a superior strategy even for the same type of product. 
2. The organization and management: A strategic management style contributes towards a design automation 

strategy. The preference may be implicit, by for example the limited budgeting for developing, maintaining 
and training for in-house applications may lead to use COTS solutions.  

3. The experience of the engineers: Even if there was a superior design automation strategy, the experience of 
the engineer – especially the team lead – has a major impact on the design automation chosen. 

4. The tools available: Engineers joining a project may have experience on more suitable design approaches, 
but the licenses may not be available and therefore the approach is discarded. Lead times to get the licenses 
are of the same order as some of the conceptual design projects. 

5. The legacy of the team or project: Teams and projects have a history on how to do things, that may be even 
coded in the Quality Management System or agreed by contract with the customer. Changing the design 
automation approach is compared to “swimming against the tide”. 

 
 
 
3 Proposed approach: Connecting EF-M Design Solutions to KBE Primitives 
 

In order to support designers in generating both new design solutions in the functional domain and physical 
evaluation of those, a new link between different design strategies is proposed. On one hand the EF-M 
approach can support the functional domain, generation of new potential design solutions and support 
different product variants within the same tree. This is something needed for the new aerospace engine 
architectures. However, this technique does not allow for concept evaluation at the physical level. On the other 
hand, KBE techniques and libraries of primitives allow for the quick generation and evaluation of different 
products, but do not have explicit support to look at functional level on its own. 
 
As discussed in the previous sections, an previous attempt exist to connect the EF-M to the physical (CAD) 
domain [32] but there are no automatic means of evaluating the concept, for which considerable effort and 
expertise is needed. Based on this, it seems promising to connect EF-M to a KBE approach to generate both 
the CAD and the evaluation models. Both strategies use an object-oriented approach: EF-M uses Design 
Solutions and KBE uses primitives.  
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Figure 4: Schematic of the design process. A EF-M tree contains all the information, that get expanded into different 

variants (think of different design solution combinations) and each variant can have different values for each 
variable. Then a multidisciplinary set of models is used to assess each variation. Every variant and variation 

configuration, together with the multidisciplinary performance value is stored in a results database to assess the 
design space. 

 
The design process proposed has the following steps: 
1. Define EF-M tree. This is done as if it was an independent step, see [37]. 
2. Define and configure the study. Select the parameters to vary, or the Design Solutions to consider. 

Select the performance metrics desired as an output of the evaluations. Select the analysis approach: 
Design of experiments, Multidisciplinary optimization, one shot, etc. 

3. Link EF-M Design Solutions (DS) to KBE Primitive instances. Use the existing library at the 
company, or develop new primitives if a new means to solve the functional requirement has been created. 

4. Enrich the EF-M tree with additional information. Provide as much information as the primitive 
requires into the EF-M tree. This can be parametric information or constraints (or link to other files) that 
the KBE Primitives will need to be instantiated 

5. Create a product architecture. Similar to a Module Interface Graph [38], Primitives are physically 
located next to each other and connected 

6. Create/Update KBE Application. An existing skeleton is expected to exist at the company for similar 
products, but may not consider new Design Solutions. 

7. Execute Application. Execute KBE application to obtain the desired outputs. 
8. Review results. Evaluate performance metrics and decide if a new loop is required or a final result can be 

selected. 
 

The key of this new strategy lays on steps 3, 4 and 5 for which further clarification is provided below. These steps 
deal with how to transfer the information from a functional domain to a physical domain.  
 
Step 3 is required to identify what Feature needs to be instantiated in the KBE application when the variant includes 
a given Design Solution. Alternative approaches were considered to avoid this space, such as a particular naming 
convention, but were discarded in order to give the maximum design freedom while generating EF-M trees.  
 
Step 4 solves the problem of passing down the required inputs for a KBE application to be instantiated. KBE 
Primitives can have default arguments, but some other are mandatory. Another consideration to include all the 
information in the EF-M tree is to avoid having the inputs dispersed in different places. If all the information needed 
is on the tree, there is a single source of truth. Note that the inputs could be parameters or design variables, for which 
ranges or list should be specified instead. 
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Figure 5: Step 3 and 4 visualizations. Note how generating more than one Design Solution under FR2 creates 2 

possible alternatives with two different primitives. Also note how to design solutions (DS1 and DS3) relate to the 
same primitive A and complement their input. 

 
Step 5 deals with the problem of the KBE structured approach of having child and parent architecture. EF-M trees 
have a functional hierarchy, not architectural. While step 4 passed information about inputs to primitives, this step 
provides information about physical connectivity. This is required because there may be more than one Primitive of 
the class A in a product, with different inputs, related to different DS. While step 4 was a many-to-one relationship, 
this step is a one-to-one relationship. 
 

 
Figure 6: Visualization of Step 5 purpose: Defining an architecture of primitives (all possible variants included) and 

translating it to a hierarchical class structure for each variant KBE app instantiation 
 

Demonstration on how it is applied at the DEFAINE use case. 
 
The object to be designed is a jet engine Turbine Rear Structure (TRS), also called Turbine Exhaust Case (TEC) or 
Tail Bearing Housing (TBH). In a conventional commercial turbofan it sits after the Low pressure turbine.  

 
Figure 7: Turbine Rear Structure (TRS) in the context of a conventional turbofan 
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The Functional Requirements considered for this product are: 
- Guide airflow from turbine to nozzle 
- De-swirl airflow 
- Provide containment of turbine blade 
- Transfer loading through structure 

 
Figure 8: EF-M tree of a TRS. Note how there is only one Functional Requirements that contain two possible design 

solutions, making 2 the number of variants in this study. 
For each Design Solution, a Library of Primitives has been created, with the ability to generate CAD and Finite 
Element Meshes. The following picture provides an example of the features and the product architecture generated 
for Step 5. 
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Figure 9: On the left side there is a CAD representation of some of the primitives, and on the right the product 
architecture is superposed to a 2D cross section of the TRS, showing the location where each primitive is. For 

visualization purposes, the type of primitive is presented, not the actual instance (for example “Flange” instead of 
“Forward Outer Flange”) 

 
KBE application is able to generate two CAD architectures for the two turbine blade containment solutions: 
integrated or independent. For each architectural solution, there are approximately 30 parameters that can be 
configured individually. 
 

 
Figure 10: EF-M detail of the Functional Requirement (FR) that has two possible Design Solutions (DS) to contain 

the turbine blade. 
 

The application is also able to generate a mesh, that contains the appropriate mesh details (element types, mesh 
densities, boundary conditions and loading application) that are needed to run in a finite element solver, in this case, 
Ansys mechanical. 
 
4 Preliminary Results 
 
It is possible to generate a product from an EF-M tree and automatically evaluate it. The models generated are able to 
represent the CAD geometry and detail required to perform a stiffness analysis.  However, the goal of performing it 
quickly the using a KBE system can be seen from two angles:  

- Time to develop: the author was inexperienced in KBE Systems, it took approximately 100 hours to learn 
the System and develop the primitives to be able to support the use case. It is hard to distinguish between 
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learning and developing, but the estimation is that these two task were equal in duration (50 hours + 50 
hours) 

- Time to generate models: The time to generate the models varies significantly with the KBE experience. 
Initial attempts took 10 minutes to generate a CAD model plus 12 minutes to generate a mesh. However 
with the support from KBE experts, this time was reduced to 13 seconds to generate the CAD model and 95 
seconds to generate a mesh. Running and extracting the FEM results using a dedicated server took only 5 
seconds. With these timescales, it is affordable to perform design of experiments and optimization loops. 

 
The development time of models, particularly in cases where knowledge is stored in libraries, is further explored. 
Differentiating between recurring and non-recurring development efforts is often a challenge. Although the initial 
creation of a primitive requires time, its subsequent reuse in future studies does not require additional effort. As 
primitives are repurposed in new projects, it's anticipated that a reduction in their development time will occur. For 
this purpose, two new use cases were studied where some new primitives were needed. Figure 9 shows the 
architectural changes.  
 

 
Figure 11: Comparison of the different architectures used to test the impact of new primitives development. To the 
left there is the TRS use case described (100 hours effort). In the center, a new stiffener primitive was required for 

the fan frame which took only one hour to develop. To the right, the case with a space provision was required and it 
took 5 hours to develop. 
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5 Discussion 
The current approach is work in progress and it is expected to improve its capability as the DEFAINE project evolves. 
There are some missing automation steps, namely executing the model to run and extract results, and generating other 
types of performance measures. This has been proven possible in other cases by GKN FAE [35] so it is not the focus 
of this discussion. 
An initial expectation of this approach was to allow for non-KBE experts to define their product architecture and 
variability and let the process combine and generate KBE applications. In practice, this will be challenging as it is 
likely that the new products to study will need to create or update primitives. So the support of a KBE developer will 
be needed. While EF-M allows for the rapid generation of many design alternatives and configure them all in a single 
location, the creation of a KBE primitive that enables the intended behavior is the bottleneck for its analysis. 
 
Preliminary results indicate that an investment in a KBE library has long-term benefits. However, this strategy is only 
feasible if the products share a common architecture and if the primitives can be generalized. Consequently, this 
approach may not be suitable for companies that do not have a Product Family strategy. It is also discouraged for 
companies who are not willing to invest in developing and maintaining KBE libraries. 
 
The advantage of using EF-M is that it gives a framework for the designer to come up with innovative solutions and 
manages all the different design variants in one single tree. If there is no need to consider innovative solutions, an 
alternative approach to model the architectural design space may be [33], [34].  
 
6 Conclusion and future outlook 
Answering the research question 1, a description of the different design automation strategies for aerospace products 
has presented from literature and from the DEFAINE use cases. The strategies are compared in some dimensions, and 
it was found that there a need to systematically create new design solutions and evaluate them. To answer the research 
question 2, a new automation design strategy is proposed which combines two existing and complementary approaches: 
EF-M for conceptual generation and KBE for design evaluation. A DEFAINE use case using a structural jet engine 
component (TRS) is used to develop the feasibility of this approach. 
 
This work is part of the ongoing DEFAINE project, the results are preliminary and it is expected that the approach will 
be refined in the upcoming months, adding more automations on the process and increasing the performance 
assessments of the use case. In particular: 

- An approach to automatically generate a KBE parent object without any manual intervention 
- The ability to interact with the inputs from a web interface, without any service installed locally. 
- Execution and retrieval of Finite Element Model results 
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